Mix–N-Place
The patent pending Mix-NPlace™ mixer is the fastest grout
and mortar delivery system available. You can mix, dispense and
place your materials with one machine. With the Mix-N-Place™
mixer, you eliminate labor time by
taking the mixer to the mortar
tubs instead of taking the tubs to
the mixing site. You will always
have fresh mortar on your mortar
boards. You can grout with only
two people. There is no more
lifting of heavy buckets. The MixN-Place™ reduces labor time and
fatigue and a fresh employee is a
much more productive employee.
Order yours today so you can enjoy all of the benefits of the Mix-N
-Place™ mixer.

MIX-N-PLACE™
Mixer/Delivery System
Visit our website at
www.pushbuttonmasonry.com
for a video demonstration.

MIX-N-PLACE™
EXPERTS’ CHOICE —
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CATEGORY
Push Button Masonry
9872B Kapp Ct.
Peosta, IA 52068
Phone: 563-588-3477
Fax: 563-580-0080
www.pushbuttonmasonry.com
Email: sales@pushbuttonmasonry.com

P RODUCTION AT THE
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MIX-N-PLACE™
Mixer/Delivery System
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This is a picture of the Mix-N-Place™ mixer dispensing mortar into a mortar tub on scaffolding.
After mixing your mortar in the Mix-N-Place™
mixer, take it to the tubs instead of tubs to the
mixing site. Because of the 3/4 yard size, you can
fill several tubs with one batch, reducing trips to
and from the mixing site. The Mix-N-Place™
mixer can be used with a silo or bags. Since the
tubs never leave the scaffolding, there is no slow
down in production because of missing tubs. This
allows you to always have fresh mortar on the
mortar boards. Below is a another picture dispensing mortar into a tub. This shows the convenience of not worrying about the potential problems with placing a tub back on the scaffolding.

2060 lbs
975 kg

LXWXH

87‖X42‖X56‖

Engine

Honda 13 hp

Batch Capacity
Batch Capacity
– bags
Hydraulic
Tank Capacity

20 cuft
0.57 cum
6-7 bags
20 gal

FASTEST GROUT AND MORTAR DELIVERY SYSTEM
TAKE MIX-N-PLACE TO TUBS INSTEAD OF TUBS TO
MIXING SITE TO ELIMINATE DOWNTIME

CONTINUE MIXING WHILE MOVING FORKLIFT
APPROXIMATE 3/4 YARD CAPACITY
USE WITH SILO OR BAGS
PLACE MANY DIFFERENT MATERIALS
REVERSIBLE PADDLES AND AUGER
EASY CLEANING
SAVE ON LABOR

―Our need for a grout delivery system was imperative, and
the Mix-N-Place™ offered the most economical "cents".
With its dual purpose operations, we were able to grout
walls at less than a third of the cost of manual grouting,
and have the savings of purchasing a large capacity mortar
mixer as well as a conventional delivery unit. The Mix-NPlace™ is the next generation system, built to last from
people in the Masonry business. Furthermore, the staff at
Push Button Masonry has been great to work with on
every level.‖
Mason Murphy
Midline Masonry
Glens Falls, NY

Push Button Masonry
9872B Kapp Ct.
Peosta, IA 52068
Phone: 563-588-3477
Fax: 563-580-0080

Here we show the patent pending Mix-NPlace™ mixer/delivery system being used to
grout. Grouting can be done with just two people. One person is on the forklift (above) or in
the crane (below) and the other controls the
pour directly into the block. You can mix your
own grout and place all with this one machine or
you can fill with a redi-mix truck and place the
grout. If the grout off the truck is too dry, you
can add water and mix. This simplified method
saves you labor costs and labor fatigue. Also,
since you can mix and place your grout with one
machine, you save on equipment costs.

